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General Discussion
•

Minutes from the April 12th teleconference (see

•

An updated priority list will be prepared by Ira and will be ready for
review at next week’s face-to-face meeting.

•

List of changes to be made to counter specification will also be ready
to be review in the face-to-face meeting. Bill will update the
specification.

•

Bill’s presentation for the Face-to-Face meetings next week was
reviewed (see

ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/wims/minutes/cim_070412.pdf) were approved

ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/wims/white/WIMS_WG_meeting_April_07.pdf)

o Change title to “Review of CIM Background”
o The charter schedule will be review in the face-to-face as part of
Rick’s discussion.
•

Rick posted his slides which were reviewed. He will redo some of his
slides to align with Bill’s slides (see
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/general/presentations/PWGqtly200704_WIMSCIM_status_v01.pdf)

o The model definition for network printer is independent of the wire
protocol being used
•

Schedule for the PWG face-to-face meeting was reviewed. The Printer
Alerts and PSX sessions should be removed from the agenda. The
SM bindings might also be discussed.

•

Rick passed along comments from CIM Core on the output tray CR
submission (2 “no votes”). Both suggesting that the wrong parent class
was used. Rick to respond to issues with the individuals.
o Managed system element still seems like a good choice for
placement in hierarchy. Logical element could work. Enabled
Logical element will not work (can _not_ change state for output
trays). Rick to make sure the decision gets carried forward with
future CRs.
o WG may need Harry’s help to express concern for lack of support
and the revisiting past decisions.

Next Steps / Open Actions:
•

Ira / Rick to generate a new prioritized list for review on the mailing list.

•

Ira to give to Bill a list of changes to be made to the counter
specification.

•

Bill to generate a new Counter MIB specification (MS Word document)
using the latest ASN.1 from Ira.

•

Next meeting will be the face-to-face next week.

